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Trusted Advisor for All Your Information Security Needs

World-Class Security Testing
We have a background in helping to define, develop, teach and deliver security assessment
methodologies. As a result, our unique approach is designed to ensure depth and breadth of
coverage, whilst still encouraging out-of-the-box thought processes and assessments tailored
to the individual organisation.
We undertake 240+ IT security assessments and implementations annually across EMEA. Our clients
are leaders in BFSI, Retail, E-Commerce, Travel & Logistics, Defence and many sectors besides.
ZeroDayLab consultants have a long security pedigree and as your trusted partner we will
bring world-class testing and security skills to every engagement.

Trusted Authority
ZeroDayLab’s experienced consultants are certified to the highest standards such as CLAS,
CREST, ISO 27001 and in addition key consultants are qualified and cleared at the highest
Government levels (SC & DV). Having developed our own toolsets and methodologies and
delivered security training to global audiences; our team members are uniquely placed as
advisors to some of the world’s largest organisations.

Depth & Breadth
With the flair and technical ability to expand new fields
of technical security, our consultants have published
whitepapers, developed attack and defence
toolkits and discovered previously unknown
vulnerabilities that major vendors and suppliers
failed to mitigate against.
ZeroDayLab’s work is informed by our
team’s varied backgrounds in related
fields including:
Third Party Vendor Management,
Mergers and Acquistions
BS7799/ ISO 17799
PCI QSA
CTAS (Tailored Assurance Services)

“ZeroDayLab has undertaken many
complex web and mobile application
tests during 2014/15 on our behalf,
finding vulnerabilities we believe other
organisations would not have found.
By helping us drive our IT Security strategy
forward in several key areas, ZeroDayLab
has created a real partnership that has
delivered results from day one. I would
happily recommend ZeroDayLab for all
your IT Security needs if you are serious
about Total Security Management.”
Group Chief Technology Officer, Leading
International Public Transport Group

Incident Management
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Input to Your
Security Strategy
At the heart of ZeroDayLab is the concept
of embedding security into an organisation
through training, continuous knowledge
transfer and the identification and
tracking of your security initiatives during
our assessments.

Customer
Confidentiality

“It was imperative we worked with
an experienced organisation such as
ZeroDayLab who could deliver complex
assignments on time to our exacting
standards. ZeroDayLab have been our
preferred IT Security Consulting partner
of choice for 2+ years implementing
diverse projects such as testing, source
code reviews, and security education
and training such as, social engineering
for all our key users.”
Managing Director for Smiths Detection
Karim Hyatt

Our consultants maintain best practice in
customer confidentiality. We employ a small
number of staff, well-versed in data handling with
a background in financial and government sectors including critical projects such as
mergers and acquisitions. ZeroDayLab hold active government clearances up to and
including SC and DV.

+

ZeroDayLab adds value. Organisations gain actionable threat intelligence
through a careful combination of the best in technology, dovetailed with
the manual expertise of world-class Security Analysts.

All methodologies include the following process flow and a checklist of tasks. Everything
is supported by more detailed information and is enforced for all engagements (unless
otherwise agreed with the client).
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External Infrastructure Assessment

Our External Infrastructure Assessment Methodology makes use of numerous common
public domain tools and our own scripting in order to maximise the time spent analysing the
network for areas of key interest.
External Infrastructure Testing focuses on the following key areas:
Unnecessary port or service exposure
Incorrectly configured Firewalls, Routers and DNS Infrastructure at all layers of
the protocol stack which could lead to information leakage or direct access to
privileged resources
Misconfigurations or vulnerabilities in typical internet-facing services such as:
• VPN servers
• DNS servers
• HTTP/HTTPs application services and default software
• SMTP/Mail servers
• Third party connectivity

		
• Remote management access
Systems not maintained in line with standards observed on the internet.
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The Typical Assessment Process for External Infrastructure Assessment

Mapping and Automation
Port Scanning, Zone Transfers, Netblock Enumeration
Service Fingerprinting, TTL Analysis

Unprotected
Services

Unpatched
Services

Exposes
Services

Unauthenticated
Access

Zero-day
Compromises

Information
Leakage

Defaulted, Weak or
unpassworded access

Metaspoilt, Canvas,
Semi-Automated
Exploitation

Publicly Reference
Services

Custom protocol /
Communications

ExploitDB, OSVDB
Exploitation

Reporting
Results Collation
ZeroDayLab Infrastructure Top 10 Classification
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Web Application Assessment
		

ZeroDayLab works at the forefront of Application Security. Our in-house developed tools are
widely deployed for manual Web Application Assessment. We run numerous global training
courses on web application security for development teams and professional testers alike.
ZeroDayLab intercepts network traffic between the application and the server using our Burp
Suite proxy tool to modify requests and responses and to inject custom faults into the system
to test for common attacks such as:
Client-side access controls
Logic flaws
Session handling
Replay attacks
Business logic flaws
XSS
SQL injection
File path manipulation
Custom language injection
Using a combination of Python, Ruby, Java and .NET code, we are able to adapt our attack
platform to best effect against your application, deserialising data, running custom decoders
and performing in-session detection.
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A Typical Assessment Process for Web Application Assessment

Recon and Analysis
Map Application Content
Analyse the Application

Application
Logic

Access
Handling

Input/Output
Handling

Application
Hosting

Test client
side controls

Test
Authentication

SQL injection
LDAP injection
File path handling

Test for shared
hosting issues

Test for
logic flaws

Test session
management

HTTP injection
Server proxying

Test access
controls

XSS
CSRF/XSRF
Click jacking

Browser security
directives

Test the
application
server

Information
Leakage

Reporting
Collation and Correlation of Results
OWASP Top 10 Classification
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Why Use ZeroDayLab?
As one of Europe’s leading IT Security Consulting
companies, ZeroDayLab has been carrying out
IT Security Testing engagements combined with
complementary IT Security Solutions for a broad
range of public and private sector companies with
over 240+ engagements per year. Our depth and
breadth of experience enables us to deliver high
quality assignments that both identify all areas
of your IT Security posture whilst also providing
appropriate remediation and recommendations
that tighten your overall security strategy on time
and in budget with consistent quality and return
on your investment.
At ZeroDayLab, every day is spent helping make
our client’s infrastructure and applications more
secure through the intelligent combination of
highly trained consultants and services combined
with leading edge, complementary security
technologies that drives ‘Continuous Security
Improvement’.

We maximise ROI by delivering value for money services
and solutions of the highest and consistent quality.
ZeroDayLab has a strong set of testimonials across
a broad range of industries and sectors. If you
are as passionate as we are about Total Security
Management, then our team of highly skilled and
experienced Security Consultants will be happy to
discuss your requirements in more depth and define
an appropriate IT security strategy suitable for all of
your business needs.
Our experienced management team consistently
delivers timely and accurate IT consulting services
for our clients and retain trusted advisor status
in UK and across EMEA.
Our team looks forward to sharing our vision with
you and helping you to defend against the malicious
attacks that come from both inside and outside of
your environment.

Vulnerability Assessment of your Desktop, Servers and Infrastructure
Penetration Testing of all your Internal & External Web Applications
Architecture & Infrastructure Review with Recommendation and Remediation
Source Code Review
Forensic Analysis
Business Continuity & Brand Protection
Continuous IT Security Improvement Programmes
Education & Training / Learning & Development
Social Engineering
IT Security Review of Policies & Procedures, Planning, Risk Assessment and Mitigation
SIEM 2 – Event & Log Management
ISMS / Governance, Risk & Compliance
Incident Response & Incident Management, Proactive Threat Protection
Privileged User Management, Traceability, Access Control
Privileged Identity Management & Password Protection
Advanced Threat Protection, Application White Listing, End Point Protection
SERM – Supplier Evaluation Risk Management Solution
ZeroDayResponse - Incident Management
Next Generation SOC
360° Threat Protection
Deep & Dark Web Intelligence
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Our Partner Solutions

SIEM 2 Technology

Proactive File Remediation

End Point Protection

Privileged User Management

Incident Response Management

GRC

Privileged Identity Management

Dark Web Intelligence

Passionate About Total Security Management
ZeroDayLab Worldwide
London
Brighton & Hove
Manchester

London

Brighton & Hove

+44 (0) 207 979 2067

Head Office

Finance & Operations

info@zerodaylab.com

83 Victoria Street

96-98 Church Road Hove

Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

London

East Sussex

Bangalore, India

SW1H 0HW

BN3 2EB
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